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You are tasked with identifying and presenting one remarkable and unusual idea that could help 
Blackberry improve its ‘Share of Voice’ results from the current rate of 17%.  
 
You should assume that the panel has not seen any of the research (either that we have provided 
or that you have found), i.e. you should not only present the idea on its own. 
 
Today, I present a concept designed to improve Blackberry’s share of the public voice from its current rate of 
17% relative to competing brands Apple and Samsung. 
 
Existing Social Media Activity 
 
Breaking down Blackberry’s social media activity reveals minimum gender discrepancy. The margin between 
male and female interest in the product is so small that I envisage any campaign tailored towards the interests 
of a single sex would be inefficient, effectively isolating half of the potential target audience responsible for 
Blackberry’s existing share of the voice.  
 
Academic J.G. Snoek’s study, which manipulated the severity of rejection in social circumstances concluded that 
strong rejection from social groups (for personal or situational reasons) led to a decrease in desire to rejoin the 
group and a parallel increase in willingness to join another group.  
 
This research and others like D. Abrams’ The social psychology of inclusion and exclusion, suggests a gender-
orientated strategy would be ineffective, driving potential consumers to Blackberry’s direct competitors. Any 
intent to create interest through this controversial approach would fail. Another conclusion from these 
findings, one prevalent in story-telling and marketing, is that product or service interest is often more 
successful when an individual can envisage themselves in a promotional scenario. 
 
Further statistical analysis suggests those who mention Blackberry in blogs, news, forums and on Twitter are 
younger professionals, 61.7% of the share attributed to 21-35 year olds, with 26.4% of the share aged 20-and-
under.  
 
Using this data, my examination of social structures in younger audiences through primary market research and 
academic studies was integral to the logic behind a ‘remarkable and unusual idea’. 
 
My proposal is creating a campaign that contrasts the typical perceptions of Smartphone technology – namely 
the maintenance of personal social circles and leisurely entertainment -  I propose an approach that embraces 
the underlying sense of competition in society, focusing on a single, yet integral, dimension of human life in 
developed society – business career progression.  
 
Integral to this approach is the characterization of the Blackberry brand as an aggressive, cerebral entity, which 
resonates with the subconscious competitive streak in human psychology. I call this method ‘competitive 
gratification’. 
 
This direct to engaging with social media users opposes my perception competing brands like Apple and 
Samsung; their commitment to commercial sensitivity, in the interest of attracting as many users as possible, 
limits the honest attitude their brands can espouse. Through genuine engagement with social media users, 
based on the psychological force of competitiveness, Blackberry can enhance their broad appeal whilst 
occupying a Share of the Mind, as well as the Voice. 
 
Why the focus on business career progression? 
 
It is important to acknowledge the genealogy of Blackberry. As a ground-breaking precursor to today’s 
smartphones, Blackberry devices were high-end products with roots in business. A communicative tool in the 
conducting of professional matters, the Blackberry maintains an image associated with commerce, having been 
supplied by businesses to their employees before evolving into a personal device.  
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This reputation is a resource the brand must maintain if it is to increase on voice share. Common association 
throughout society cannot be created or purchased overnight; this logic dictates that a dramatic overhaul of 
the brand image would not achieve our outlined objective, it could even lose users devoted the existing brand. 
 
It is also important to consider that social media platforms are not limited to individual use, businesses of all 
sizes also have a presence through their own accounts. As businesses were and still are the largest providers of 
Blackberry products, they must be receptive to my PR campaign for Blackberry technology, which will focus on 
efficiency in the workplace and competitive spirit. Both these qualities ultimately benefit the individual’s 
employer as well, creating a foundation for the campaign that is B2C and B2B friendly 
 
I created a brief survey delivered to a sample of 93 people who own or have owned a smartphone. Taking into 
account social media’s globalization of communication, I selected a diverse sample audience consisting of 
different gender groups, age ranges, races, ethnicities and geographical locations to best represent those who 
actively use social media. This pool of individuals was formed from my own social circle. Whilst it is a relatively 
small size, I could develop this study further with the opportunity and a budget. The results revealed 
correlations that supported my theory of ’competitive gratification’. 

 
 I asked the audience for the terms they consider most synonymous with Blackberry phones and formed my 
own word cloud. The results reaffirmed the products’ prominence in the business environment. Yes, there were 
criticisms too, but look at the positives aligned with Blackberry – efficiency, professional, sleek. These are the 
qualities that must be enhanced to increase the positive profile of Blackberry in the share of voice. Our focus 
must be internal.  
 
Promoting conversation that includes competing brand names will increase their mentions too, which will 
adversely affect Blackberry’s efforts to increase its share of the media voice. A PR campaign directly comparing 
Blackberry to Apple or Samsung will not achieve our objective.  
 
Semantic correlations in my market research relating to the brand name suggest that there is already an 
established reputation surrounding Blackberry, enough so for multiple people to draw the same conclusions 
about Blackberry technology. This familiarity reflects an existing connection with the brand that is integral to 
increasing Blackberry’s voice share. For these reasons, I have constructed an idea that acknowledges this 
perception. The ‘remarkable and unusual’ components of this strategy can be distinguished as two distinct 
tactics, which communicate the unorthodox effort to associate Blackberry with the internal desire to compete. 
 
1) Characterise the brand 
 
To create genuine conversation surrounding Blackberry, or to integrate Blackberry into existing conversation, 
the brand’s image and actions must resonate with a key social or psychological ideology that is inherent in 
either all humans or in all areas of modern society. 
 
Leviathan, written by political philosopher Thomas Hobbes in 1651, considers social contract theory and the 
innate competitive desire within all humans to excel over one another. Hobbes’ study determines that desire is 
the inevitable consequence of human intellect. Hobbes’ work transplants elements of Charles Darwin’s theory 
of evolution and Herbert Spencer’s mantra of ‘Survival of the Fittest’.  
 
The desire to excel through competitive spirit is evident across society from professional criticism to the tiered 
hierarchy models of government and corporation. Virtually all social media users and smartphone consumers 
are subjected to these models. This commonality should be enhanced by Blackberry, by portraying the brand’s 
technology as ‘the competitive edge’. This strategy exploits the social media user’s association of Blackberry 
with terms including ‘professional, business and efficient’ whilst appealing to their personal ego. 
 
Developing a campaign based off an instinctive human desire, the brand permeates the consumer’s 
consciousness to register genuine interest. Discarding restraints like commercial sensitivity to promote a selfish 
need empowers Blackberry with a character and attitude that competing brands cannot replicate.  Apple and 
Samsung’s recent legal battles over patented technology have arguably tainted their association with the word 
‘competition’.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Hobbes
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How can we communicate this message to social media users? How to convey Blackberry’s embrace of the 
competitive spirit and cement the brand’s technology with the label of ‘the competitive edge’? 
 
By incorporating a dynamic personality into the Blackberry brand, it can provoke an emotional reaction from 
the target audience that reflects in their discussion of Blackberry-related content, whilst respecting its 
corporate social responsibilities.  
 
My own research measured the sample audience’s reaction to the words ‘black’ and ‘berry’, asking members 
for the first three words that came to mind upon hearing these words. Two semantic correlations were evident 
in the results. The smartphone consumers/social media users largely associated ‘black’ with predatory instincts. 
Words including sleek, cool and serious relate less to black and more towards the forces that reside within 
darkness.  
 
With ‘berry’ keywords including ‘fruit, sweet and food associate the term with qualities of reward and 
sustenance. Interestingly, ‘bears’ was a standout keyword as well, providing an intrinsic link between the 
semantic of ‘berry’ and predatory descriptions associated with ‘black’. 
 
Using a variety of sensibly-priced content-based marketing strategies, from ebooks to infographics and video 
content in collaboration with social media, Blackberry can establish the following analogy for ‘competitive 
gratification’: 
 
The consumer is the ‘(black) bear’, who forages for wealth and success in the business environment. Like the 
berries that bears feed on in nature to maintain their predator instinct, Blackberry products provide sustenance 
for professionals pursuing career progression and success in business. 
 
The analogy establishes honesty with the consumer, there is no shame in being a bear and having a 
competitive drive. Everyone is a predator, everyone wants to win, wants to dominate the competition. No one 
should be suppress this instinct. 
 
The predator concept behind the analogy of a bear foraging for berries justifies Blackberry’s lack of gimmicky 
features relative to competitors. It converts minimalist technology into a positive, transforming the streamlined 
qualities of the Blackberry product into a benefit for users who desire focus and access to important 
information - emails, documents, spreadsheets, news. The analogy uses basic ‘competitive’ psychology for 
Blackberry’s benefit. By associating Blackberry with the ideal characteristics of the predator, we are creating a 
scenario where denying Blackberry is denying the idealistic qualities one sees in themselves. Blackberry 
products become the items that enhance consumers’ predatory qualities and their lack of distracting 
applications is intentionally designed to benefit the user. 
 
Through consumption, berries assist the wide dispersal of the plants seeds. The details of this metaphor convey 
Blackberry products’ ability to aid functionality and business growth. The professional reputation of blackberry 
can be repackaged under the vibrant growth concept, as nutrients for the user’s personal progression and 
growth in the business world. 
 
Contrary to this campaign: Apple and Samsung haven’t developed a character, per se. A lack of brand 
characterization distances the product from the consumer’s mind through a failure to create an emotional 
connection, creating a potential gap in the smartphone industry. This emotional investment translates to 
output in social media, where Blackberry’s share of voice must improve 
 
The analogy, which simplifies Blackberry’s message, allows the audience to envisage a competitive scenario, 
whether at work, in school or whilst mastering a discipline, where they will consider if a Blackberry product 
would enhance their ability. 
 
Content-based marketing helps create an interaction with social media users. Engaging content provided by 
Blackberry sources will register a genuine interest with readers who share and distribute the information 
throughout their social network accordingly. By integrating interesting output with promotional messages, with 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biological_dispersal
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both relating to Blackberry’s ambition to give its users the competitive edge, Blackberry’s share of the voice 
should increase 

Example A. Reaction to current affairs. The US Government shutdown, as unfortunate as it is, offers an example 
where the brand could speculate whether Congress would communicate/negotiate better using Blackberry 
technology to sustain their efforts politicians compete to elevate the country’s standing.  

Example B. Journal articles offer another interesting outlet, sharing intriguing and well-researched information 
like the studies I used to support my hypothesis: 
 
Sandy J. Wayne’s ‘The role of human capital, motivation and supervisor sponsorship in predicting career 
success’ (1999), Provided Results data from 245 supervisor–subordinate dyads that suggested Leader–member 
exchange and supervisor career mentoring yielded better results in the pursuit of career progression than 
Human capital variables like experience. Specifically, leader–member exchange was positively related to salary 
progression, promotability, and career satisfaction. The study verifies the importance of effective 
communication in career progression. Absent of most irrelevant features that distract the user, Blackberry 
technology offers insight into business career performance and each user/candidate’s relevant abilities in 
competition. 
 
M. Raleigh’s Serotonergic study of dominance acquisition in male vervet Monkeys (1991) analysed correlations 
between mood and status, mediated by measuring serotonin levels. The results showed alpha males in each 
group had serotonin levels twice as high as low-ranking subordinates, underlining the physiological? Incentive 
for competitive success and the rewards it provides. 
 
Example C. Existing literature also endows blackberries with elite status. In different works, blackberries impose 
themselves on other subjects in nature, drawing a parallel with Blackberry’s empowerment of its user over 
other competitors in the business world as ‘the competitive edge’. 
 
Sacred diction in Seamus Heaney’s Blackberry-picking elevates the speaker's experience of eating blackberries 
to the equivalent of many of life’s greatest pleasures - "its flesh was sweet/like thickened wine: 
summer's blood was in it." "Hunger" is also labelled as a driving force, capable of inciting action, much like 
Blackberry’s communicative functions in the business environment. This figurative description of flavour 
parallels Blackberry’s satisfaction of the user’s hunger for success. 
 
Content-based marketing has diverse appeal among social media users. It provides engaging material, 
maintains a dialogue with readers through consistent output and empowers them with the ability to distribute 
the information further. These abilities not only promote Blackberry’s voice share, they also parallel the brand’s 
self-designated function – to enhance the user in a competitive environment. 
 
Twitter is the most popular platform for sharing information through social media. The platform is also 
accountable for 89% of Blackberry’s 16.1 million total mentions of Blackberry. Whilst CBM is flexible to the 
individual sources of the SOV data provided (Blogs, Forums, News outlets and Twitter), the succinct sharing of 
both emotive and factual related to the Blackberry brand are particularly effective on Twitter because of the 
sharing potential. 
 
2) Re-introduce the word Blackberry into the English lexicon through a new and dynamic definition. 
 
The second part of my PR concept to increase Blackberry’s voice share is to reintroduce the word Blackberry 
into the English with an alternative definition. 
 
Continuing the theme of competitive drive underlying all human/animal action, I propose to re-launch the 
word ‘blackberry’ as an alternative to the words ‘plan,’ ‘game plan,’ ‘action plan’ and ‘strategy’. Drawing 
parallels between preparation and sustenance links the business and natural worlds, creating a universally 
accessible metaphor. The sweet qualities of blackberries can be transferred to the rewards of preparation. 
Preparation and organization breed success, with Blackberry being portrayed as the physical manifestation of 
preparation, organization and concise communication. Void of distractions, the Blackberry phone is a tool for 
the consummate professional, a serious device for serious people, which provides the competitive edge that 
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allows users to reap the rewards of success. Semantic correlations in my market research of Blackberry of the 
brand name with the professional business sphere support this course of action.  
 
‘What’s your blackberry?’ – What sweetens the situation in your favour? 
 
With any success this initiative brings, the Blackberry brand name will also be circulated in contexts requiring a 
plan or strategy; high-pressure, organised scenarios where the technology’s features – designed to improve 
competitive efficiency - will flourish. 
 
It takes a radical campaign to change public perception in an industry with so much financial backing. While 
conventional media space on television, radio and in print can reach a sizeable viewership, the message is 
limited to these mediums. To achieve the daunting task of removing subscribers from Apple and Samsung in an 
effort to align them to the Blackberry franchise, a campaign must also permeate social convention – such as 
through language. Adapting and expanding the word Blackberry’s presence in the English lexicon will provide a 
sustainable marketing strategy. Recycling the brand name in fresh contexts through this new meaning will open 
it up to new audiences.  
 
The open-ended nature of the question ‘What is your blackberry?’ enhances Blackberry’s interactive qualities 
in social media. History reveals a significant proportion t of trending tweets are questions designed to receive 
diverse responses. By projecting this question, the brand can open a dialogue with social media audiences that 
makes readers more receptive to Blackberry’s other CBM strategies. Incentive rewards can also be employed to 
elevate the number of responses, whilst reinforcing the notion of competition and organization returning 
tangible results, to consequently improve the voice share of Blackberry. 
 
Conclusion 
 
Language in business has extraordinary potential: it can steer a consumer towards a brand, or it can equally 
deter them away from one. Brands globally spend $13bn a year on visual identity in 2012 compared to just 
$2bn on verbal identity, (Lingua Brand). Creating a unified ‘tone of voice’ across all channels of communication 
with the target audience amplifies brand messages message over the market chatter of overt promotion. 
Dense jargon bland brand messages and overt promotion can be interpreted as sterile and complex, which 
reflects poorly on the business releasing the information. Kat Ward-Smith, head of campaigns and brand 
experience for O2 is just one high profile executive in the phone technology industry who credits the 
importance of language in brand building. 
 
In this instance, applying the term Blackberry in a new context, employing the language of competition and 
promoting the explanatory analogy collectively reinforce the campaign whilst establishing a distinct tone of 
voice. 
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SUMMARY OF POINTS 

PROJECTED OUTCOME 

Offering many different brand-building strategies, Lewis PR makes a conscious effort to understand their client 
and its market in depth, designing a campaign suited to the business’ strengths. Maintaining this philosophy, 
my concept embraces existing perceptions of Blackberry, including its strengths and distinct target audience of 
business professionals. These perceptions are applied in a context that meets the objective of improving 
Blackberry’s share of the voice. By situating the reader in the scenario of using a Blackberry, the brand’s 
message adapts to different audiences, unified by the common agenda of competitive gratification and career 
progression that underlines this remarkable and unusual campaign.  
 
Through a sound concept that reflects good value for the depth of its message, my proposed PR concept for 
Blackberry achieves the objectives by earning a share of mind, as well as a share of the voice. 
 
Q&A Anticipation:  
 
What makes this PR campaign ‘remarkable and unusual’? 
 
There are two notable elements of the campaign that meet the criteria of ‘remarkable and unusual ideas.’ 
Contrary to the large brands and corporations that make up Blackberry’s competition, Blackberry engages with 
the audience on a personal and psychological level that honestly assesses the human condition and its 
perception of competition in different contexts. This Blackberry campaign emphasizes the company’s 
philosophy as opposed to simply increasing its popularity through bland brand messages. 
 
The strategy of ‘blackberry’s’ re-integration into the English vocabulary, chanign the English language, is 
unusual. Planning organization and preparation are also global concepts that can be adjusted to other 
languages like Spanish and Mandarin to enagage with Blackberry’s global audience, is an ambitious attempt to 
market the brand whilst breaking boundaries to new audiences. I could not think of any other brand that has 
attempted this approach in the modern era. In this particular case, the transition is organic with the 
substitution of ‘plan’ or ‘strategy’ for Blackberry complimenting the brand’s values. 
 
‘Hoover’ is the most prominent example I could think of. What must be considered though is that this 
achievement occurred 30 odd years ago, preceding the age of mass media and social media which have 
expanded the quantity and size of media channels one must address when attempting the bold re-definition. 
The job back then was essentially easier. 
 
Why target the market that has effectively brought about Blackberry’s downfall? 
 
We must remember that before the drop in popularity, this association with the workplace was what created 
Blackberry’s popularity. This brand strength – a wide affiliation of Blackberry with the business environment – 
is retained, whilst my proposed concept relates this specific business interest with the universal competitive 
element of the human psyche within all us. This creates a strategy that harnesses strengths, addresses the 
weaknesses of previous PR campaigns and divorces Blackberry from the more bland campaigns espoused by 
competitors who simply try to reach as a large a market as possible. 
 
Who is the new audience this campaign addresses? 
 
The new audience is a combination of two groups. The first is previous Blackberry users who have since 
switched to a competitor’s product, yet retain an open-minded interest to exploring the Smartphone market. 
 
The second group is young professionals, who comprise most of Blackberry’s existing mentions in social media. 
These people, whether in school or about to enter industry work, are not quite adjusted to the competitive 
caliber of the job market and business world. The Blackberry gives them competitive edge that eases their 
transition into this new situation, before going on to empower them in their daily duties in the interest of 
career progression amongst other candidates. 
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Do fruit qualities crossover with Apple?  
 
No, Apple have not embraced the same literal qualities of their name. Their express focus is on innovation 
EXAMPLES, which they promote as radically overhauling your lifestyle. Blackberry instead markets itself as 
possessing the means to enhance the user’s career. 
 
Market Research 
 
What words come to mind when 
you think of Blackberry? 
 
Wordle.net , Kenyan coffee, blue 
meets orange 

Business, Professional, Efficient Outdated 
Cumbersome Mundane Crackberry Business Email Business Phone Berry Phone, Technology Bbm 
Business Business, Sleek, Smart Irrelevant, Antiquate Black Business Fruit Boxy Old Old, Business, 
Crackberry Instant Messaging And Emails Old, Outdated, Professional Business Keyboard Bbm 
Keyboard, Old School Smartphone, Business Messaging Industry Black Sleek Outdated Professional, 
Efficient Delicious Fruit Slow Basic Behind-The-Times Small Buttons Colour-Scheme Off-The-Pace 
Old Once-Cool, Old Emails Professional Messanging Smart Black Bbm Keyboard Bulky Pioneer 
Minimalist Flat Modern Business, Phone, Expensive 

What words come to mind when 
you think of ‘berry’? Strawberry Waffles Ice Cream Fruit, Smoothie, Healthy Preserves Small, Tasty Stain Juice Blue Food, 

Blueberry, Very Blue, Rasp, Idle Juicy, Sweet, Smooth Fruit Yum Cake Old Business Crackberry Fruit, 
Blackberries And Purple Fruit, Sweet, Colorful Dark, Night, Berry Fruit Tart Small Fruit, Abbreviation 
Purple Raspberry Bears Lumpy Fruity, Red, Seeds Grape Win Juice Summer Explosions Winter Straw 
Bear Fruit Colour Summer Summer Fruit Strawberry Forage Food Bears Sustanence Bush Nature 
Wild Thorns Food Bears Sweet Purple Black Pie Fruit Mountains Bears Fruits Juices Yogurt Sweet 
Jam Playstation Hedge, Food, Fruit 

What words come to mind when 
you think of ‘black’? 

People Darkness Space Serious Somber Dark Crow Turtleneck Glove Versatile Dark Deep Death Night 
Mystery Cool Potent Darkness Sleek Classy Shadow Big Basketball Africa African American Dark 
White Colour Race Night Sleek Suit Low-Visibility Rap Night Smart Dark Winter Cool Night Metallic 
Sleek Elegant Foreboding Dark Bad Sad Sharp Strong Goth Death Void Light Fasion Race Sleek Cool 
Fresh Minimalistic Minus Swift Mellow Calm Cool Dark Ominous Sleek  Serious Hole Night Race 
Sophistication Sleek Shiny Midnight Hunt Terror Nightmare Monster Dark Low-Visibility Shadow 
Cool Clothes Night, Person, Dark 

What three features do you look 
for in a mobile phone? 

Texting, Alarm, Calling, efficiency, convenience Accessibility 
Personality Versatility User-friendly good keyboard battery-life 
brand, internet speed simplicity basic-functions, simple internet simplicity gps navigation voice-
control reliability innovation, usability Reliability long battery life GPS calling  email games 
entertainment emails apps music player Calling Texting Email GPS network-effect functional 
simplicity Operating-system app-market-size Accessible Social Networking appearance Functionality 
intuitive Durability resistant Fluid navigation fast internet customizability battery simple accessible 
classy cheap sleek design modern design vintage-design applications single page display organised 
companionship visibility battery connectivity screen texting signal data-space speed and 
comfortable design style high-tech accessible-interface texting Calls, texts, internet 

What are your favourite websites? Reddit, Netflix, Youtube Reddit, Gmail, Facebook Drudge Report 
Rorate-Caeli 
Funny Or Die Facebook, Twitter, Amazon Reddit, Espn, Google Facebook, Cnn, Reddit Facebook, 
Espn.Com, Youtube The Chive, Wellsfargo, Fb 
Facebook, Gmail, ESPN Sky Sports, Buzz Feed,Yahoo Bleacherreport.Com, Netflix, Yahoo Facebook, 
Cracked, Kissingsuzykolber Drudge Report Youtube Buzzfeed Reddit, Facebook, Saturday Morning 
Breakfast Cereal Stocks-And-Shares Weather-News Bbc, Aol-Mail Ebay Amazon Facebook, Twitter, 
Youtube Tumblr, Ebay Amazon Studentroom Letmewatchthis Facebook Youtube Wikipedia Pandora 
Foxnews CNN BBC, Crewemad, Facebook 

What are your favourite words? Assassin Ultimatum Combustible Synchronicity, Extrapolate, Ramifications Maleficent Bangorang  
Fantastic Fresh Chill Victory History Culture Genius, Handy, Locomotion Kerfuffle, Persnickity, 
Callipygian Rhythm, Loathsome Requiem Amorphous Myriad Penumbra Defenestration Boosh, 
Explosive Sleep, Happy, Super Bucolic Steel Private Equity Miasma, Cacophony Ichor Kudzu 
Velociraptor Magma Mahogany Cloak Scoop Crisp Defenestrate, Dichotomy, Curmudgeon 
 
 
Automatic Fahrenheit Squad Efface Tipsy Pursue Maternal Instinct Sand Anoint Vie Maelstrom Drip 
Ubiquitous Roam Graphic Savoury Chaos Grapple Persevere I Censorious Syzygy Nexus Monolith 
Unorthodox Excel Effervescent Oblivion Didactic Archetype Cataclysm Industry Obsequious Lullaby 
Vengeance Succinct Solitary 
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Promotional material for Blackberry’s ‘competitive gratification’ concept 

 

Academic Study: “The role of human capital, motivation and supervisor sponsorship in predicting career 

success, ” Journal of Organizational Behavior , Sandy J. Wayne, Robert C. Liden, Maria L. Kraimer, Isabel K. 

Graf – Vol. 20, No.5, pp: 577–595, 1999. 

Abstract: Based on Turner's (1960) contest- and sponsored-mobility systems, a comprehensive model of the 
determinants of career success was examined. Human capital and motivational variables represented the 
contest-mobility system whereas leader–member exchange and supervisor career mentoring represented the 
sponsored-mobility system. Results based on data from 245 supervisor–subordinate dyads indicated limited 
support for the contest-mobility system and strong support for the sponsored-mobility system. Interestingly, 
the two forms of sponsorship were differentially related to career outcomes. Specifically, leader–member 
exchange was positively related to salary progression, promotability, and career satisfaction. Career mentoring, 
however, was only related to promotability.  
 

- Verifies the importance of communication in career progression. Communication offers insight into 
career performance of potential promotion candidates whilst allowing them to showcase their own 
abilities in competition. 
 

Academic Study:  “Serotonergic mechanism promote dominance acquisition in adult male vervet monkeys”, 
Brain Res., M. Raleigh, M McGuirem G Brammer D Pollack and A Yuwiler, No.559, pp.:181-190. (1991). 
Abstract: Vervet monkeys analysed for correlations between mood and status, mediated by neurotransmitter 
serotonin. Results showed alpha makes in each group has serotonin levels twice as high as low-ranking 
subordinates 
 

- Suggests that success breeds happiness and our most basic instinctual level. In the concrete jungles of 
business world, Blakcberry devices enable this ‘competitive gratification’ through organisign and 
preparing the user.

 
Blackberry: Sustenance for Alpha Personalities 
 
In social animals, the alpha is the individual in the community with the highest rank. Male or female individuals 
or both can be alphas, depending on their species.  
 
In hierarchal social animals, alphas usually gain preferential access to food and other desirable items or 
activities, though the extent of this social effect varies widely by species. Alphas may achieve their status by 
superior physical prowess, or through social alliances within the group.  
 
Blackberry’s label as ‘the competitive edge’ taps into the subconscious desire of all individuals to lead the pack, 
to be in control, encouraging emotional investment from potential consumers. 
 
The modern day Alpha Male does not perpetuate arrogance, control, or cockiness, these are common 
misconceptions.  In contemporary human society, an Alpha Male embraces the qualities of mental confidence 
and competence. Plainly put, an Alpha Male has the poise to adapt to any situation.  Blackberry embraces this 
desirable state through its empowerment of the human’s ability in the business world. 
 
This confidence is derived from life experience. Similar to Frederick Jackson Turner’s progressive American 
Frontier thesis –that an individual improves most when they challenge themselves in unfamiliar territory - the 
Alpha Male is a curious and somewhat fearless personality that challenges themselves through thought and 
action. From the Wild West to the Japanese samurai training culture, these qualities are universally revered as 
admirable.  
 
As others look to an Alpha for guidance, the constant search for knowledge breeds self reflection and 
awareness, the opposite qualities of antiquated perceptions of the Alpha Male status.  Alpha’s are competitive, 
yet confidence within themselves. The modern-day Alpha male challenges arrogant and oppressive 
personalities, establishing dominance. When making tough decisions, the Blackberry enables access to the 
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relevant information – business news, contact with colleges, peers, superiors and subordinates - to help make 
the correct choice. 
 
The alpha possesses an abundance mentality – they do not invest in a product out of obligation to compliance 
with the status quo. He or she chooses to embrace an item because they are genuinely engaged, because it 
supports their personal desire to succeed. Alphas do not bury themselves in a single device for hours on end. 
They are too ambitious to remain grounded, they pursue success, they explore as many opportunities as 
possible. The Blackberry, a serious tool for the Alpha personality. 
 
Blackberry-picking – Seamus Heaney 
 
Late August, given heavy rain and sun 
For a full week, the blackberries would ripen. 
At first, just one, a glossy purple clot 
Among others, red, green, hard as a knot. 
You ate that first one and its flesh was sweet 
Like thickened wine: summer's blood was in it 
Leaving stains upon the tongue and lust for 
Picking. Then red ones inked up and that hunger 
Sent us out with milk cans, pea tins, jam-pots 
Where briars scratched and wet grass bleached our 
boots. 
Round hayfields, cornfields and potato-drills 
We trekked and picked until the cans were full 
Until the tinkling bottom had been covered 
With green ones, and on top big dark blobs burned 
Like a plate of eyes. Our hands were peppered 
With thorn pricks, our palms sticky as Bluebeard's. 
We hoarded the fresh berries in the byre. 
But when the bath was filled we found a fur, 
A rat-grey fungus, glutting on our cache. 
The juice was stinking too. Once off the bush 
The fruit fermented, the sweet flesh would turn 
sour. 
I always felt like crying. It wasn't fair 
That all the lovely canfuls smelt of rot. 
Each year I hoped they'd keep, knew they would 
not.  
 
 

 
Blackberries - Yusef Komunyakaa 
 
They left my hands like a printer's  
Or thief's before a police blotter  
& pulled me into early morning's  
Terrestrial sweetness, so thick  
The damp ground was consecrated  
Where they fell among a garland of thorns.  
 
Although I could smell old lime-covered  
History, at ten I'd still hold out my hands  
& berries fell into them. Eating from one  
& filling a half gallon with the other,  
I ate the mythology & dreamt  
Of pies & cobbler, almost  
 
Needful as forgiveness. My bird dog Spot  
Eyed blue jays & thrashers. The mud frogs  
In rich blackness, hid from daylight.  
An hour later, beside City Limits Road  
I balanced a gleaming can in each hand,  
Limboed between worlds, repeating one dollar.  
 
The big blue car made me sweat.  
Wintertime crawled out of the windows.  
When I leaned closer I saw the boy  
& girl my age, in the wide back seat  
Smirking, & it was then I remembered my fingers  
Burning with thorns among berries too ripe to 
touch.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Market Research:  
Semantic motif of competition in sample 
audience’s ‘favourite words’. 
 
 
 
 

http://www.ibiblio.org/ipa/komunyakaa.php

